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Automorphism groups of linearly ordered
homogeneous structures
Yibei Li
Abstract
We apply results proved in [Li19], which is generalised from arguments in
[TZ13], to the linear order expansions of non-trivial free homogeneous struc-
tures and the universal n-linear order for n ≥ 2 and prove the simplicity of
their automorphism groups.
1 Introduction
Given a relational language L, a countable L-structure M is homogeneous
if every partial isomorphism between finite substructures of M extends to
an automorphism ofM. Fra¨ısse´’s Theorem [Fra53] provides one way of con-
structing homogeneous structures by establishing a one-to-one correspon-
dence between such structures and amalgamation classes. We call the ho-
mogeneous structure the Fra¨ısse´ limit of the corresponding amalgamation
class.
A special type of amalgamation classes is the free amalgamation class
and we say a homogeneous structure is free if it is the Fra¨ısse´ limit of a
free amalgamation class. Examples include the random graph, the universal
Kn-free graphs, etc. In [MT11], Macpherson and Tent proved the following
theorem about free homogeneous structures using ideas and results from
model theory and topological groups:
Theorem 1.1. ([MT11]) Let M be a countable free homogeneous relational
structure. Suppose Aut(M) 6= Sym(M) and Aut(M) is transitive on M.
Then Aut(M) is simple.
This is then generalised by Tent and Ziegler [TZ13] to a homogeneous
structure with a stationary independence relation (see Definition 1.2), which
is weaker than a free homogeneous structure. They applied their result to
the Urysohn space, which has a local stationary independence relation, but
is not free. The author [Li18] applied their result to some undirected graphs
constructed by Cherlin [Che98]. However, we cannot apply the result to
directed graphs as they do not satisfy the symmetry axiom of the stationary
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independence relation. Hence, the author [Li19] then generalised the notion
of a stationary indpendence relation to one without the symmetry axiom as
the following.
Definition 1.2. Let M be a homogeneous structure and suppose A |⌣B C
is a ternary relation between finite substructures A,B,C of M. We say
that |⌣ is a stationary weak independence relation (SWIR) if the following
axioms are satisfied:
(i) Invariance: for any g ∈ Aut(M), if A |⌣B C, then gA |⌣gB gC
(ii) Monotonicity: A |⌣B CD ⇒ A |⌣B C, A |⌣BC D
AD |⌣B C ⇒ A |⌣B C, D |⌣AB D
(iii) Transitivity: A |⌣B C, A |⌣BC D ⇒ A |⌣B CD
A |⌣B C, D |⌣AB C ⇒ AD |⌣B C
(iv) Existence: If p is an n-type over B and C is a finite set, then p has
realisation a¯, a¯′ such that a¯ |⌣B C and C |⌣B a¯
′.
(v) Stationarity: If a¯ and a¯′ are n-tuples that have the same type over B
and a¯ |⌣B C, a¯
′ |⌣B C, then a¯ and a¯
′ have the same type over BC.
If a¯ and a¯′ are n-tuples that have the same type over B
and C |⌣B a¯, C |⌣B a¯
′, then a¯ and a¯′ have the same type over BC.
If in addition, M satisfies symmetry, i.e. A |⌣B C ⇒ C |⌣B A, then we
say |⌣ is a stationary independence relation.
In [Li19], the author generalised Tent and Ziegler’s result to the following
theorem using the following notion and applied it to some directed graphs
constructed by Cherlin [Che98].
Definition 1.3. We say that g ∈ Aut(M) moves almost R-maximally if for
any finite set X and n-type p over X, there is a realisation a¯ of p such that
a¯ |⌣X ga¯.
We say g ∈ Aut(M) moves almost L-maximally if for any finite set X
and n-type p over X, there is a realisation a¯ of p such that ga¯ |⌣X a¯.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose M is a countable structure with a SWIR and g ∈
Aut(M) is such that g moves almost R-maximally and g−1 moves almost
L-maximally. Then any element of G is a product of conjugates of g.
In this paper, we will show that this theorem can be applied to the
linear order expansions (see Definition 2.1) of some structures and prove the
following theorem:
Theorem 1.5. Let M be one of the following structures:
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(i) the linear order expansion of a non-trivial free homogeneous structure
(ii) the universal n-linear order for n ≥ 2.
Then Aut(M) is simple.
In Section 2, we prove some results about general linearly ordered struc-
tures, which will be used in the proofs later. In Section 3, we apply Theorem
1.5 to the linear order expansions of free homogeneous structures. The same
result was shown in [CKT19] recently using a somewhat similar approach.
We then apply the theorem to the universal n-linear orders in Section 4.
Note that when n=1, the structure is the dense linear order (Q,≤) and its
automorphism group was studied in [Hol63] and [Llo64]. We only provide
an alternative approach in this case.
Throughout this paper, we let L be a relational language and we will
only consider countable homogeneous structureM whose age C satisfies the
strong amalgamation property. Equivalently, the algebraic closure in M is
trivial, i.e. acl(A) = A for all finite substructure A of M. A countable
homogeneous structure M with age C satisfies the Extension Property, i.e.
if A ⊆M is finite and f : A→ B is an embedding and B ∈ C, then there is
an embedding g : B →M such that g(f(a)) = a for all a ∈ A.
2 General linearly ordered structures
We first define the linear order expansion of a structure.
Definition 2.1. Let C be a strong amalgamation class andM be its Fra¨ısse´
limit. Let L< = L ∪ {<}, where the new relational symbol < is interpreted
as a (strict) linear order. For any A ∈ C, we can put a linear order on A.
Then A is an L<-structures. We call it the linear order expansion of A. Let
C< be the class of all isomorphism types of such expansions. Then C< is an
amalgamation class. We call its Fra¨ısse´ limit, denoted by M<, the linear
order expansion of M.
Remark 2.2. (i) We can check that C< is an amalgamation class. It
satisfies the amalgamation property because for any finite B ⊆ A,C ⊆
M<, let AL, BL, CL be the L-reducts of A,B,C. Since C is a strong
amalgamation class, we can find DL ∈ C such that AL, CL can be
embedded into DL such that AL ∩ CL = BL. Since CL contains all
isomorphism types of the linear order expansion of DL, we can find
D ∈ CL satisfying that for a ∈ A \ B, c ∈ C \ B, a < c if and only if
there exists b ∈ B such that a < b < c. Then D is the amalgamation
of A,C over B.
(ii) Also note thatM< satisfies the theory of the dense linear order. Hence,
we can identify elements of M< as elements of Q and it makes sense
to have intervals of M<.
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(iii) [CKT19] defined a more general notion. Given disjoint relational lan-
guages L1,L2, suppose Mi is a homogeneous Li-structure for i = 1, 2
andM1,M2 have the same underlying setM. Let L = L1∪L2. Then
an L-structure M⋆ on M is called a free fusion of M1 and M2 if
(a) the Li-reduct of M
⋆ is Mi for i = 1, 2 and
(b) for every non-algebraic Li-type pi for i = 1, 2, their union p1 ∪ p2
is realised in M⋆.
Then, by definition and part (iv) of this remark, the linear order ex-
pansion of M is the free fusion of M and the dense linear order. In
[LP14], M< is called a superposition of M and the dense linear order.
In order to prove the next theorem, we define the following notations.
Definition 2.3. Let L be a relational language and L< = L ∪ {<}. Let
M be an L-structure and M< its linear order expansion. For X ⊆ M<,
let tp(x¯/X) be a n-type over X. We define tpL(x¯/X) to be the set of all
L-formulas satisfied by x¯ with parameters in X and tp<(x¯/X) to be the
set of all {<}-formulas satisfied by x¯ with parameters in X. We call them
L-type and {<}-type respectively.
Remark 2.4. It is straightforward to see tp(a¯/X) = tp(a¯′/X) if and only if
tp<(a¯/X) = tp<(a¯′/X) and tpL(a¯/X) = tpL(a¯′/X). Also note that for any
n-L-type p(x¯) and any n-{<}-type q(x¯), p(x) ∪ q(x) is consistent.
Theorem 2.5. Let L be a relational language and L< = L∪{<}. Let M be
a countable homogeneous structure with a SWIR |⌣
⋆. For any finite subsets
A,B,C of its linear order expansion M<, we define A |⌣B C if A |⌣
⋆
B
C and
for any a ∈ A \ B, c ∈ C \ B, there exists b ∈ B such that a < b < c. Then
|⌣ is a SWIR on M
<.
Proof. Monotonicity: SupposeA |⌣B CD. Then A |⌣
⋆
B
CD. By Monotonicy
of |⌣
⋆, we have A |⌣
⋆
B
C and A |⌣
⋆
BC
D. We also have that for a ∈ A\B, c ∈
C\B, there exists b ∈ B such that a < b < c. For any a ∈ A\BC, d ∈ D\BC,
there exists b ∈ B such that a < b < d. Therefore, we have A |⌣B C and
A |⌣BC D.
Transitivity: Suppose A |⌣B C and A |⌣BC D. By Transitivity of |⌣
⋆,
we have A |⌣
⋆
B
CD. For any a ∈ A \ B, d ∈ D \ B such that a < d, there
exists b ∈ B such that a < b < d or there exists c ∈ C \ B such that
a < c < d. In the latter case, there exists b ∈ B such that a < b < c < d.
Hence, in both cases, there exists b ∈ B such that a < b < d. Therefore, we
have A |⌣B CD.
Stationarity: Suppose tp(a¯/B) = tp(a¯′/B) and a¯ |⌣B C, a¯
′ |⌣B C. Then
tpL(a¯/B) = tpL(a¯′/B) and a¯ |⌣
⋆
B
C, a¯′ |⌣
⋆
B
C. By Stationarity of |⌣
⋆, we
have tpL(a¯/BC) = tpL(a¯′/BC). To see that tp<(a¯/BC) = tp<(a¯′/BC),
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suppose otherwise. Then, there exists ai ∈ a¯, a
′
i ∈ a¯
′ and c ∈ C \ B such
that ai < c < a
′
i. Since a¯ |⌣B C, there exists b ∈ B such that ai < b < c < a
′
i,
which contradicts tp(a¯/B) = tp(a¯′/B). Therefore, we have tp<(a¯/BC) =
tp<(a¯′/BC) and thus, tp(a¯/BC) = tp(a¯′/BC).
Existence: Let p = tp(x/B) be an n-type. Since by part (i) of Remark
2.2, we can find an amalgamation of a¯′B and BC over B where a¯′ realises
p and for ai ∈ a¯
′ \ B, c ∈ C \ B, we have a < c if and only if there exists
b ∈ B such that a < b < c. We can embed BC into this amalgamation.
Then by the Extension Property, we can embed this amalgamation back to
M<. Hence, we can find a¯ ∈ M< realising p such that a¯ |⌣B C.
Invariance is straightforward to see. We can prove the remaining by
swapping the sides of |⌣.
In order to prove our main theorem, we define the following notions.
Definition 2.6. We say an automorphism g ofM< is right-bounded if there
exist a ∈ M< such that gb = b for any b > a. It is left-bounded if there
exist a ∈ M< such that gb = b for any b < a. It is unbounded if it is neither
left-bounded nor right-bounded.
Definition 2.7. Let S be a subset of M<. We define the convexification
of S to be the set {a ∈ M<|∃s1, s2 ∈ S : s1 ≤ a ≤ s2}. Let g be an
automorphism of M<. An orbital of g containing some a ∈ M< is the
convexification of {gna|n ∈ Z}. We say an orbital I is unbounded above
if for any a ∈ M<, there exists b > a such that b ∈ I and we say it is
unbounded below if for any a ∈M<, there exists b < a such that b ∈ I.
Note that if ga > a, then gb > b for all b in the orbital of g containing
a. Similarly, if ga < a, then gb < b for all b in the orbital of g containing a.
So we can define the following:
Definition 2.8. (i) We say an orbital I is a +-orbital of g if ga > a for
all a ∈ I and is a −-orbital of g if ga < a for all a ∈ I.
(ii) For g ∈ Aut(M<), we say g has a single orbital if there exists a ∈M<
such that the sequence (gia)i∈Z is unbounded above and below.
Remark 2.9. (i) If g ∈ Aut(M<) has +-orbital unbounded above (or
below), then for any b in the orbital, (gib)i∈Z is a sequence unbounded
above (or below).
(ii) Similarly if g ∈ Aut(M<) has −-orbital unbounded above (or below),
then for any b in the orbital, (gib)i∈Z is a sequence unbounded above
(or below).
(iii) Thus, if g ∈ Aut(M<) has a single +-orbital or a single −-orbital,
then for any b ∈ Aut(M<), (gib)i∈Z is a sequence unbounded above
and below.
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Lemma 2.10. Let M be a countable homogeneous L-structure and M< be
its linear order expansion. Let p(x) be a 1-tpye over some finite set X ⊆M<
and b, c ∈ M<. Suppose p<(x)∪{b < x < c} is consistent. Then there exists
a ∈ (b, c) realising p(x).
Proof. The lemma follows from the Extension Property. Since p<(x)∪{b <
x < c} is consistent, we can embed bcX into abcX such that a satisfies p(x)
and b < a < c. Then by the Extension Property, we can embed abcX into
M<. Hence, there exists a ∈ (b, c) realising p(x).
Corollary 2.11. Let M be a countable homogeneous L-structure and M<
be its linear order expansion. Let p(x) be a 1-tpye over some finite set
X ⊆M< and b ∈ M<. Let g ∈ Aut(M<).
(i) If for all y ∈ M<, there exists z > y such that gz > z. Suppose
p<(x) ⊢ {x > x′ : x′ ∈ X}. Then for any y ∈ M<, there exists a > y
such that a realises p(x) and ga > a.
(ii) If for all y ∈ M<, there exists z > y such that gz < z. Suppose
p<(x) ⊢ {x > x′ : x′ ∈ X}. Then for any y ∈ M<, there exists a > y
such that a realises p(x) and ga < a.
(iii) If for all y ∈ M<, there exists z < y such that gz > z. Suppose
p<(x) ⊢ {x < x′ : x′ ∈ X}, then for any y ∈ M<, there exists a < y
such that a realises p(x) and ga > a.
(iv) If for all y ∈ M<, there exists z < y such that gz < z. Suppose
p<(x) ⊢ {x < x′ : x′ ∈ X}, then for any y ∈ M<, there exists a < y
such that a realises p(x) and ga < a.
Proof. To prove (i), by the assumption on g, we can find b > max{y, x′ :
x′ ∈ X} such that gb > b. Then p<(x) ∪ {b < x < gb} is consistent. So, by
the previous lemma, we have a ∈ (b, gb) realising p(x). We also have that
ga > gb > a. We can prove (ii)-(iv) in the same way.
Proposition 2.12. Let g ∈ Aut(M<) be such that for any x ∈ M<, there
exists y < x and z > x such that gy > y and gz > z. Then there exist
h ∈ Aut(M<) such that gh−1gh has a single +-orbital.
Proof. List all elements ofM< as x0, x1, .... We construct h using the back-
and-forth method and find a sequence (an)n∈Z such that gh
−1ghai = ai+1 >
ai for all i ∈ Z and for any x ∈ M
<, there exist m,n ∈ Z such that
am < x < an, i.e. the +-orbital containing a0 is unbounded below and
above. Hence, gh−1gh has a single +-orbital.
We start with h˜ as the empty map. Choose a0 < x0 < b0 such that
ga0 > a0, gb0 > b0. Extend h˜ by sending a0 to b0. By the hypothesis and
Corollary 2.11, we can find c0 > x0, a0 such that c0 realises h˜
−1 · tp(gb0/b0)
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a−n−1 g
−1a−n a−n
xn
a−1 g−1a0 a0
x0
c0 a1= gc0 an cn an+1
gbnbngb0b0x0b−1g−1b−1
xnb−n−1g−1b−n−1
and gc0 > c0 since h˜
−1 · tp(gb0/b0) ⊢ {x > a0}. Extend h˜ by sending c0 to
gb0. Let a1 := gc0. Then gh˜
−1gh˜a0 = a1 > a0 since gc0 > c0 > a0.
Now since h˜ · tp(g−1a0/a0c0) ⊢ {x < b0, gb0}, by Corollary 2.11, we can
find b−1 < x0 such that b−1 realises h˜ · tp(g
−1a0/a0c0) and gb−1 > b−1.
Extend h˜ by sending g−1a0 to b−1. Similarly, we can choose a−1 realising
h˜−1 · tp(g−1b−1/b0b−1gb0) such that ga−1 > a−1 and extend h˜ by sending
a−1 to g
−1b−1. Then gh˜
−1gh˜a−1 = a0 > g
−1a0 > a−1.
Let A0 = {a−1, g
−1a0, a0, c0} and B0 = {g
−1b−1, b−1, b0, gb0} be the do-
main and image of h˜. Then, x0 is in both (minA0,maxA0) and (minB0,maxB0).
Choose y0 realising h˜ · tp(x0/A0) and extend h˜ by sending x0 to y0. Choose
z0 realising h˜
−1 · tp(x0/y0B0) and extend h˜ by sending z0 to x0. Extend
A0,B0 to include x0, z0 and y0, x0 respectively.
Suppose at the n-th step, we have a partial isomorphism, h˜ : An−1 →
Bn−1 satisfying
(i) An−1 = {a−n, g
−1a−n+1, ..., a0, c0, ..., an−1, cn−1, x0, ..., xn−1, z0, ..., zn−1},
Bn−1 = {g
−1b−n, b−n, ...., b−1, b0, ..., bn−1, gbn−1, x0, ..., xn−1, y0, ..., yn−1},
(ii) h˜ maps ai to bi, ci to gbi, xi to yi and zi to xi for all i = 0, ..., n − 1
and h˜ maps aj to g
−1bj and g
−1aj+1 to bj for all j = −1, ...,−n,
(iii) gh˜−1g h˜ai = ai+1 > ai for all i = −n, ..., n− 1, and
(iv) minAn−1 = a−n, maxAn−1 = cn−1, minBn−1 = g
−1b−n, maxBn−1 =
gbn−1.
Since h˜ · tp(an/An−1) ⊢ {x > b|b ∈ Bn−1}, by Corollary 2.11, we can
choose bn > xn realising h˜ · tp(an/An−1) such that gbn > bn and extend h˜ by
sending an to bn. We can find cn > xn realising h˜
−1 · tp(gbn/bnBn−1) such
that gcn > cn and extend h˜ by sending cn to gbn. Let an+1 := gcn. Then
gh˜−1gh˜an = an+1 > an. Similarly, since h˜ · tp(g
−1a−n/ancnAn−1) ⊢ {x <
b|b ∈ bngbnBn−1}, we can choose b−n−1 < xn realising h˜·tp(g
−1a−n/ancnAn−1)
such that gb−n−1 > b−n−1. Extend h˜ by sending g
−1a−n to b−n−1. Choose
a−n−1 < xn such that a−n−1 realises h˜
−1 · tp(g−1b−n−1/bnb−n−1gbnBn−1)
and ga−n−1 > a−n−1. Extend h˜ by sending a−n−1 to g
−1b−n−1. Then
gh˜−1gh˜a−n−1 = a−n > a−n−1.
Let An = An−1 ∪ {a−n−1, g
−1a−n, an, cn} and Bn = Bn−1 ∪ {g
−1b−n−1,
b−n−1, bn, gbn}. Then xn is in both (minAn,maxAn) and (minBn,maxBn).
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Find yn realising h˜ · tp(xn/An) and extend h˜ by sending xn to yn. Find zn
realising h˜−1 · tp(xn/ynBn). Extend An,Bn to include xn, zn and yn, xn
respectively. Then, minAn = a−n−1, maxAn = cn, minBn = g
−1b−n1 ,
maxBn = gbn. Hence h˜ : An → Bn satisfies the hypothesis (i)-(iv).
Let h be the union of h˜ over all steps. Then gh−1gh maps ai to ai+1 > ai
for all i ∈ Z and for any x ∈ M<, there exist n,m ∈ Z such that x < xn <
cn < an+1 and x > xm > a−m. Therefore, gh
−1gh has a single +-orbital.
We prove the following two propositions using a similar approach as the
previous one.
Proposition 2.13. Let g ∈ Aut(M<) be such that for all x ∈ M<, there
exists y > x and z < x such that gy > y and gz < z. Then there exists
h ∈ Aut(M<) such that gh−1gh has a +-orbital unbounded above and a
−-orbital unbounded below.
Proof. List all elements ofM< as x0, x1, .... We construct h using the back-
and-forth method and find sequences (an)n∈Z, (a
′
n)n∈Z such that gh
−1ghai =
ai+1 > ai, gh
−1gha′i = a
′
i+1 < a
′
i for all i ∈ Z and for any x ∈ M
<, there
exists m,n ∈ Z such that a′m < x < an. Then the +-orbital containing a0 is
unbounded above and the −-orbital containing a′0 is unbounded below
c′n a
′
n
xn
a′1 c
′
0 a
′
0
x0
a0 c0 a1
= gc0
an cn
gbnbngb0b0x0b′0gb
′
0
xnb′ngb
′
n
We start with h˜ as the empty map. Choose a0, b0 > x0 such that gb0 >
b0. Extend h˜ by sending a0 to b0. By the hypothesis and Corollary 2.11,
we can find c0 > x0 such that c0 realises h˜ · tp(gb0/b0) and gc0 > c0 since
h˜−1 · tp(gb0/b0) ⊢ {x > a0}. Extend h˜ by sending c0 to gb0. Let a1 := gc0.
Then gh˜−1gh˜a0 = a1 > a0 since gc0 > c0 > a0.
Similarly, by Corollary 2.11, we can find a′0, b
′
0 < x0 such that b
′
0 realises
h˜ ·tp(a′0/a0c0) and gb
′
0 < b
′
0. Extend h˜ by sending a
′
0 to b
′
0. We can choose c
′
0
realising h˜−1 ·tp(gb′0/b0b
′
0gb0) such that gc
′
0 < c
′
0 since h˜
−1 ·tp(gb′0/b0b
′
0gb0) ⊢
{x < a′0, a0, c0}. Extend h˜ by sending c
′
0 to gb
′
0. Let a
′
1 := gc
′
0. Then
gh˜−1gh˜a′0 = a
′
1 < a
′
0.
Let A0 = {c
′
0, a
′
0, a0, a0, c0} and B0 = {gb
′
0, b
′
0, b0, gb0} be the domain
and image of h˜. Then, x0 is in both (minA0,maxA0) and (minB0,maxB0).
Choose y0 realising h˜ · tp(x0/A0) and extend h˜ by sending x0 to y0. Choose
z0 realising h˜
−1 · tp(x0/y0B0) and extend h˜ by sending z0 to x0. Extend
A0,B0 to include x0, z0 and y0, x0 respectively.
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Now suppose at the n-th step, we have a partial isomorphism of M,
h˜ : An−1 → Bn−1 satisfying
(i) An−1 = {c
′
n−1, a
′
n−1, ..., a
′
0, a0, ..., an−1, cn−1, x0, ..., xn−1, z0, ..., zn−1},
Bn−1 = {gb
′
n−1, b
′
n−1, ...., b
′
0, b0, ..., bn−1, gbn−1, x0, ..., xn−1, y0, ..., yn−1},
(ii) h˜ maps ai to bi, ci to gbi, a
′
i to b
′
i, c
′
i to gb
′
i, xi to yi and zi to xi for all
i = 0, ..., n − 1,
(iii) gh˜−1gh˜ai = ai+1 > ai and gh˜
−1gh˜a′i = a
′
i+1 < a
′
i for all i = 0, ..., n− 1,
and
(iv) minAn−1 = c
′
n−1, maxAn−1 = cn−1, minBn−1 = gb
′
n−1, maxBn−1 =
gbn−1.
Since h˜ · tp(an/An−1) ⊢ {x > b|b ∈ Bn−1}, we can choose bn > xn
realising h˜ · tp(an/An−1) such that gbn > bn and extend h˜ by sending an to
bn. We can find cn > xn realising h˜
−1 · tp(gbn/bnBn−1) such that gcn > cn
and extend h˜ by sending cn to gbn. Let an+1 := gcn. Then gh˜
−1gh˜an =
an+1 > an. Similarly, since h˜ · tp(a
′
n/ancnAn−1) ⊢ {x < b|b ∈ bngbnBn−1},
we can choose b′n < xn realising h˜ · tp(a
′
n/ancnAn−1) such that gb
′
n < b
′
n.
Extend h˜ by sending a′n to b
′
n. Choose c
′
n < xn such that a
′
n realises h˜
−1 ·
tp(gb′n/bnb
′
ngbnBn−1) and gc
′
n < c
′
n. Extend h˜ by sending c
′
n to gb
′
n. Let
a′n+1 = gc
′
n. Then gh˜
−1gh˜a′n−1 = a
′
−n < a
′
n−1.
Let An = An−1∪{a
′
n, c
′
n, an, cn} and Bn = Bn−1∪{b−n−1, g
−1b−n−1, bn,
gbn}. Then xn is in both (minAn,maxAn) and (minBn,maxBn). Find yn
realising h˜ · tp(xn/An) and extend h˜ by sending xn to yn. Find zn realising
h˜−1 · tp(xn/ynBn). Extend An,Bn to include xn, zn and yn, xn respectively.
Then, minAn = c
′
n, maxAn = cn, minBn = gb
′
n, maxAn = gbn. Hence
h˜ : An → Bn satisfies the hypothesis (i)-(iv).
Let h be the union of h˜ over all steps. Then gh−1ghai = ai+1 > ai,
gh−1gha′i = a
′
i+1 < a
′
i for all i ∈ Z and for any x ∈ M
<, there exists
m,n ∈ Z such that a′m+1 < c
′
m < xm < x < xn < cn < an+1.
Proposition 2.14. Let g ∈ Aut(M<) be such that g has a +-orbital un-
bounded above and a −-orbital unbounded below. Then there exists h ∈
Aut(M<) such that [g, h] has a single +-orbital.
Proof. Let y ∈ M< be an element of the +-orbital unbounded above and
let z ∈ M< be an element of the −-orbital unbounded below. Then, we
have that gx > x for all x > y and gx < x for all x < z. List all elements of
M as x0, x1, .... We construct h using the back-and-forth method and find
a sequence (an)n∈Z such that [g, h]ai = ai+1 > ai for all i ∈ Z and for any
x ∈ M<, there exist m,n ∈ Z such that am < x < an. Then [g, h] has a
single +-orbital. We start with h˜ as the empty map.
We can choose a0 < z, x0 and b0 > x0, y. Then ga0 < a0 and gb0 > b0.
Extend h˜ by sending a0 to b0. By Corollary 2.11, we can find c0 > x0, gy
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ga−n a−n−1a−n ga0 a−1 a0 yz a1
= g−1c0
c0 an an+1 cn
gbnbngb0b0g−1b−1b−1g
−1b−n−1b−n−1
realising h˜−1 · tp(gb0/b0) since h˜
−1 · tp(gb0/b0) ⊢ {x > a0}. Extend h˜ by
sending c0 to gb0. Let a1 := g
−1c0. Then g
−1c0 = [g, h˜]a0 = a1 > y > z >
a0.
Similarly, we can choose b−1 < gz, x0 such that b−1 realises h˜·tp(ga0/c0a0).
Then g−1b−1 < z. Extend h˜ by sending ga0 to b−1. Choose a−1 realising
h˜−1 · tp(g−1b−1/b−1b0gb0) and extend h˜ by sending a−1 to g
−1b−1. Then
a−1 < a0 since g
−1b−1 < z < y < b0. Then we have [g, h˜]a−1 = a0 > a−1.
Let A0 = {ga0, a−1, a0, c0} and B0 = {b−1, g
−1b−1, b0, gb0} be the do-
main and image of h˜. Then x0 is in (minA0,maxA0) ∩ (minB0,maxB0).
Choose y0 realising h˜ · tp(x0/A0) and extend h˜ by sending x0 to y0. Choose
z0 realising h˜
−1 · tp(x0/y0B0) and extend h˜ by sending z0 to x0. Extend
A0,B0 to include x0, z0 and y0, x0 respectively.
Now suppose at the n-th step, we have a partial isomorphism of M,
h˜ : An−1 → Bn−1 satisfying
(i) An−1 = {ga−n+1, a−n, ...a−1, a0, ..., an−1, cn−1, x0, ..., xn−1, z0, ..., zn−1}
with minAn−1 = ga−n+1 < a−n < · · · < ga0 < a−1 < a0 < a1 < c0 <
· · · < cn−2 < an < cn−1 = maxAn−1,
(ii) Bn−1 = {b−n, g
−1b−n, ...., b0, gb0, ..., bn−1, gbn−1, x0, ..., xn−1, y0, ..., yn−1}
with minBn−1 = b−n < g
−1b−n < · · · < b−1 < g
−1b−1 < b0 < gb0 <
· · · < bn−1 < gbn−1 = maxBn−1,
(iii) h˜ maps ai to bi, ci to gbi, xi to yi and zi to xi for all i = 0, ..., n − 1
and h˜ maps a−j to g
−1b−j and ga−j+1 to b−j for all j = 1, ..., n,
(iv) [g, h˜]ai = ai+1 > ai for all i = −n, ..., n − 1, and
(v) ci > g
ia1, bi > g
⌊ i
2
⌋b0 for all i = 1, ..., n − 1 and a−j < g
⌊ j
2
⌋a0, b−j <
gj−1b−1 for all j = 2, ..., n.
We can choose bn realising h˜ · tp(an/An−1) and extend h˜ by sending an
to bn. Then gbn > bn. Since by the inductive hypothesis, an > cn−2 and h˜
maps cn−2 to gbn−2, we have bn > gbn−2. By the inductive hypothesis (v),
bn−2 > g
⌊n−2
2
⌋b0. Hence, we have bn > gbn−2 > g
⌊n
2
⌋b0.
We can find cn > xn, g
na1, gcn−1 realising h˜
−1 · tp(gbn/bnBn−1) and
extend h˜ by sending cn to gbn. Let an+1 := g
−1cn. Then an+1 = [g, h˜]an >
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[g, h˜]an−1 = an since an > an−1. We also have an+1 = g
−1cn > cn−1 since
cn > gcn−1.
Choose b−n−1 < xn, g
nb−1, gb−n realising h˜·tp(ga−n/ancnAn−1). Extend
h˜ by sending ga−n to b−n−1. Choose a−n−1 realising h˜
−1·tp(g−1b−n−1/bnb−n−1
gbnBn−1) and extend h˜ by sending a−n−1 to g
−1b−n−1. Then a−n−1 =
[h˜, g]a−n < [h˜, g]a−n+1 = a−n since a−n < a−n+1. Since b−n−1 < gb−n and
h˜ maps ga−n+1 to b−n and a−n−1 to g
−1b−n−1, we have a−n−1 < ga−n+1.
By the inductive hypothesis (v), we have ga−n+1 < g
⌊n−1
2
⌋a0. Hence,
a−n−1 < ga−n+1 < g
⌊n+1
2
⌋a0.
Now let An = An−1 ∪ {an, cn, ga−n, a−n−1} and Bn = Bn−1 ∪ {b−n−1,
g−1b−n−1, bn, gbn}. By rearranging the list xn, xn+1, ..., we may assume xn is
in (minAn,maxAn)∩(minBn,maxBn). Find zn realising h˜
−1 ·tp(xn/ynB).
Extend An,Bn to include xn, zn and yn, xn respectively. Then, minBn =
b−n−1, maxBn = gbn, minAn = ga−n, maxAn = cn. Hence, h˜ : An → Bn
satisfies the hypothesis (i)-(v).
Let h be the union of h˜ over all steps. Since g has a +-orbital unbounded
above and a −-orbital unbounded below, by Remark 2.9, we know that
(gia1)i∈Z, (g
ib0)i∈Z are unbounded above and (g
ia0)i∈Z, (g
ib−1)i∈Z are un-
bounded below. Hence, for any x ∈ M<, we can find m ∈ Z such that cm >
gma1 > x, bm > g
⌊m
2
⌋b0 > x, a−m < g
⌊m
2
⌋a0 < x and b−m < g
m−1b−1 < x.
In other word,
⋃
n∈N(minAn,maxAn) ∩ (minBn,maxBn) =M
<. Thus, h
is bijective and h ∈ Aut(M<).
Then we have that [g, h] maps ai to ai+1 > ai for all i ∈ Z and for
any x ∈ M<, there exist n,m ∈ Z such that x < xn < cn < an+1 and
x > xm > a−m. Therefore, [g, h] has a single +-orbital.
Theorem 2.15. Let M be a countable homogeneous L-structure and M<
be its linear order expansion. Let g be an unbounded automorphism of
Aut(M<). Then there exists a product of conjugates of g and g−1 that
has a single +-orbital. Similarly, there exists a product of conjugates of g
and g−1 that has a single −-orbital.
Proof. Suppose g is an automorphism such that for any x ∈ M<, there exists
y < x and z > x such that gy > y and gz > z. Then, by Proposition 2.12,
there exist h ∈ Aut(M<) such that ghgh−1 has a single +-orbital. Suppose
g is an automorphism such that for any x ∈ M<, there exists y < x and
z > x such that gy < y and gz < z. Then, by applying Proposition 2.12 on
g−1, we can find h ∈ Aut(M<) such that g−1hg−1h−1 has a single +-orbital.
Suppose for all x ∈ M<, there exists y > x and z < x such that gy > y
and gz < z. Then, by Proposition 2.13, we can find h ∈ Aut(M<) such
that gh−1gh has a +-orbital unbounded above and a −-orbital unbounded
below. Then by the previous proposition, we can find k ∈ Aut(M<) such
that [gh−1gh, k] has a single +-orbital. Suppose for all x ∈ M<, there exists
y > x and z < x such that gy < y and gz > z. Then, we apply the same
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argument on g−1 and find h, k ∈ Aut(M<) such that [g−1h−1g−1h, k] has a
single +-orbital.
Since g is unbounded, these are the only cases we need to consider. Hence
for any g ∈ Aut(M<), there exists a product of conjugates of g and g−1 that
has a single +-orbital. We can take the inverse of the product to obtain a
product of conjugates of g and g−1 that has a single −-orbital.
Lemma 2.16. M be a non-trivial countable relational homogeneous L-
structure such that Aut(M) 6= Sym(M). Let M< be its linear order ex-
pansion. Then for any non-trivial g ∈ Aut(M<), g does not have an open
interval I = (x, y) such that ga = a for all a ∈ I.
Proof. Since M is non-trivial, there is a non-trivial n-ary relation R ∈ L.
Suppose there exists such an open interval I. Then for any b 6= c ∈ M<,
by the Extension Property, there exists a¯ ∈ In−1 such that R(a¯, b) and
¬R(a¯, c). Since ga¯ = a¯, we have gb 6= c. Therefore, gb = b for any b ∈ M<,
contradicting the non-triviality of g.
Remark 2.17. Hence, by the previous lemma, ifM< is not the dense linear
order, then any non-trivial automorphism of M< is unbounded.
Corollary 2.18. LetM be a non-trivial countable homogeneous L-structure
and M< be its linear order expansion. Let g ∈ Aut(M<) be non-trivial.
Then there exists a product of conjugates of g and g−1 that has a single
+-orbital. Similarly, there exists a product of conjugates of g and g−1 that
has a single −-orbital.
For an unbounded automorphism g ∈ Aut(M<), we have constructed
h ∈ Aut(M<) as a product of conjugates of g and g−1 such that ha > a for
all a ∈ M<. We now prove that such h has some special property. We first
define the following notion.
Definition 2.19. Let A be a finite subset of M< and b ∈ M< \ A. We
definte the upper constraint of b with respect to A to be mina∈A{a > b} and
the lower constraint of b with respect to A to be maxa∈A{a < b}.
Lemma 2.20. LetM be a countable homogeneous L-structure with a SWIR
|⌣
⋆ and M< be its linear order expansion. Let p be an n-type over some
finite set X and B be some finite subset of M<.
(i) Let g ∈ Aut(M<) be such that ga < a for all a ∈ M<. Then there
exists a¯ realising p such that a¯ |⌣X B and if ai ≤ gaj for some ai, aj ∈
a¯, then there exists x ∈ X such that ai ≤ x ≤ gaj .
(ii) Let g ∈ Aut(M<) be such that ga > a for all a ∈ M<. Then there
exists a¯ realising p such that B |⌣X a¯ and if ai ≥ gaj for some ai, aj ∈
a¯, then there exists x ∈ X such that ai ≥ x ≥ gaj .
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Proof. (i) Let p be an n-type over some finite set X. We can write p =tp(x1,
..., xn/X) where x1 > · · · > xn. Since x¯ ∩X = ∅, we can always choose a¯
realising p such that a¯X ∩ ga¯ = ∅. Let pk =tp(x1, ..., xk/X) for k = 1, ..., n.
We find ak inductively. For the inductive base, by Existence, we can choose
a1 realising p1 such that a1 |⌣X B. Then ga1 < a1. Now assume there exists
a¯k−1 = (a1, ..., ak−1) satisfying (i) a¯
k−1 realises pk−1, (ii) a¯
k−1 |⌣X B, and
(iii) if ai < gaj for some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k − 1, then there exists x ∈ X such that
ai < x < gaj .
By Existence, we can find ak such that ak realises pk(a¯
k−1, xk/X) and
ak |⌣ a¯k−1X Bga¯
k−1. Then by Monotonicity, we have ak |⌣ a¯k−1X B and by
Transitivity on it and the inductive hypothesis (ii) a¯k−1 |⌣X B, we have
a¯k−1ak |⌣X B. We also have ak |⌣ a¯k−1X ga¯
k−1 by Monotonicity. Then for
any 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, if ak < gaj , then either there exists ai ∈ a¯
k−1 such
that ak < ai < gaj or there exists x ∈ X such that ak < x < gaj . In the
former case, by the inductive hypothesis (iii), there exists x ∈ X such that
ak < ai < x < gaj . Hence, in both case, we can find x ∈ X such that
ak < x < gaj . We also have that gak < ak < ai for all i = 1, ..., k− 1. Thus,
we have that if ai < gaj for some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, then there exists x ∈ X such
that ai < x < gaj . Therefore, we have found a¯
k = (a1, ..., ak) satisfying the
inductive hypothesis (i)-(iii) for k.
By induction, we can find a realisation of p satisfying the required prop-
erty. By a symmetric argument, we can prove part (ii).
Remark 2.21. It follows from the proof that if the type p is of the form
tp(x¯/X) such that X is finite and for all xi ∈ X¯ , xi /∈ X, then we can find
a realisation a¯ such that a¯ ∩ ga¯ = ∅.
3 Linearly ordered free homogeneous structures
In this section, we let M be a non-trivial free homogeneous structure and
M< be its linear order expansion. We can define a SWIR |⌣
⋆ on M by
defining A |⌣
⋆
B
C for finite A,B,C ⊆ M, if for any a ∈ A \ B, c ∈ C \ B,
(a, c) is not related by any relation in L. Then, by Theorem 2.5, we can find
a SWIR |⌣ on M
< by defining A |⌣B C if for any a ∈ A \ B, c ∈ C \ B,
(a, c) is not related by any relation in L and if a < c, then there exists b ∈ B
such that a < b < c.
Now for any non-trivial g ∈ Aut(M<), we want to find a product of
conjugates of g and g−1 that moves L-maximally and its inverse moves R-
maximally. We do this by first proving the following lemma and employ
results from the previous section.
Lemma 3.1. Let M< be the linear order expansion of a non-trivial free
homogeneous structure. Let A,B,B′, C be finite substructures of M< such
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that A∩B = ∅ and C∩B = ∅. Suppose A |⌣BB′ C and for any b ∈ B\B
′, c ∈
C\B′, if b < c, then there exists b′ ∈ B such that b < b′ < c. Then A |⌣B′ C.
Proof. For a ∈ A/B′ and c ∈ C/B′, we have a ∈ A/BB′ and c ∈ C/BB′
since A ∩B = ∅ and C ∩B = ∅. Then since A |⌣BB′ C, (a, c) is not related
by any relation. If a < c, then since A |⌣BB′ C, either there exists b ∈ B\B
′
such that a < b < c or there exists b′ ∈ B′ such that a < b′ < c. In the
former case, by the assumption, there exists b′ ∈ B′ such that a < b < b′ < c.
Therefore, we have A |⌣B′ C.
Theorem 3.2. Let g ∈ Aut(M) be such that ga < a for all a ∈ M<. Then
there exists k ∈ Aut(M<) such that [k, g] moves almost R-maximally and
[g, k] moves almost L-maximally.
Proof. We use the back-and-forth method. List all types as p1, p2, .... Sup-
pose at some stage, we have a partial isomorphism k˜ : A→ B such that [k˜, g]
moves p1, ..., pi−1 almost R-maximally and [g, k˜] moves p1, ..., pi−1 almost L-
maximally. Suppose pi = tp(x¯/X). We may assume pi is non-algebraic and
xi /∈ X for all xi ∈ x¯. We may also assume that X ∪ g(X) ⊆ A, gk˜X ⊆ B
by extending k˜.
Step 1. We extend k˜ so that [k˜, g] moves pi almost R-maximally. By
Lemma 2.20, there exists a¯ realising pi such that a¯ |⌣X A and if ai < gaj for
some ai, aj ∈ a¯, then there exists x ∈ X such that ai < x < gaj . By Remark
2.21, we also have a¯ ∩ ga¯ = ∅. By Existence and the fact that tp(a¯/A) is
non-algebraic, there exists b¯ realising k˜ · tp(a¯/A) such that b¯ |⌣B g
−1B and
b¯ ∩ gb¯ = ∅. Extend k˜ by sending a¯ to b¯. By acting k˜ on a¯ |⌣X A, we get
b¯ |⌣ k˜X B.
Again by Existence, there exists c¯ realising k˜−1 · tp(gb¯/b¯B) such that
c¯ |⌣ a¯A ga¯. Extend k˜ by sending c¯ to gb¯. Then we have c¯ ∩ a¯ = ∅ from
b¯ ∩ gb¯ = ∅. Since if ai < gaj for some ai, aj ∈ a¯, then there exists x ∈ X
such that ai < x < gaj , we have c¯ |⌣A ga¯ by Lemma 3.1.
By Transitivity on b¯ |⌣ k˜X B and b¯ |⌣B g
−1B, we have b¯ |⌣ k˜X g
−1B. Act-
ing by k˜−1g on it, we get k˜−1gb¯ |⌣ k˜−1gk˜X k˜
−1B, which can be simplified to
c¯ |⌣ k˜−1gk˜X A. Since k˜
−1gk˜X ⊆ A, we can apply Transitivity on c¯ |⌣ k˜−1gk˜X A
and c¯ |⌣A ga¯ to obtain c¯ |⌣ k˜−1gk˜X ga¯. Acting by k˜
−1g−1k˜ on it, we have
a¯ |⌣X [k˜, g]a¯.
Step 2. We extend k˜ so that [g, k˜] moves pi almost L-maximally. Since
g−1a > a for all a ∈ M<, by Lemma 2.20(ii), we can find a¯ realising p such
that g−1(A) |⌣X a¯ and if ai > g
−1aj for some ai, aj ∈ a¯, then there exists
x ∈ X such that ai > x > g
−1aj . Hence, if gai > aj for some ai, aj ∈ a,
then there exists x ∈ X such that gai > gx > aj. We again have a¯∩ ga¯ = ∅
by Remark 2.21. By Invariance, we have A |⌣g(X) ga¯.
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By Existence and the fact that tp(a¯/A) is non-algebraic, we can find b¯
realising k˜ · tp(a¯/A) such that b¯ ∩ gb¯ = ∅ and c realising k˜−1 · tp(gb¯/b¯B)
such that c¯ |⌣ a¯A ga¯. Extend k˜ by sending a¯ to b¯ and c¯ to gb¯. Then we have
c¯ ∩ a¯ = ∅.
Since g(X) ⊆ A, c¯ ∩ a¯ = a¯ ∩ ga¯ = ∅ and if gai > aj for some ai, aj ∈ a¯,
then there exists x ∈ X such that gai > gx > aj , we obtain c¯ |⌣A ga¯ from
c¯ |⌣ a¯A ga¯ by Lemma 3.1. Then by Transitivity on A |⌣g(X) ga¯ and c¯ |⌣A ga¯,
we have c¯ |⌣g(X) ga¯. Therefore, acting by g
−1 on it, we obtain [g, k˜]a¯ |⌣X a¯.
We can also make sure X ⊂ B by extending k˜. Let k be the union of
all k˜ over all types. Then [k, g] moves almost R-maximally and [g, k] moves
almost L-maximally.
We can now prove part (i) of Theorem 1.5.
Proof of part (i) of Theorem 1.5. LetM< be the linear order expansion of a
non-trivial free homogeneous structure. Let g be a non-trivial automorphism
of M<. Then, by Theorem 2.15, there exists h ∈ Aut(M<) as a product
of conjugates of g and g−1, such that ha < a for all a ∈ M<. By the
previous lemma, there exists k ∈ Aut(M<) such that [k, h] moves almost
R-maximally and [h, k] moves almost L-maximally. Therefore, by Theorem
1.4, any element of Aut(M<) can be written as a product of conjugates of
g and g−1. Thus, Aut(M<) is simple.
4 Universal n-linear order
Definition 4.1. Let L = {<1, ..., <n}. Let C be the class of all finite L-
structures, where <i is interpreted as a linear order for each i = 1, ..., n. We
call the Fra¨ısse´ limit of C, denoted by Mn, the universal n-linear orders.
Remark 4.2. For n = 1, it is the dense linear order (Q, <). For n = 2,
it is called a universal permutation in [Cam02] as a permutation can be
interpreted as two linear orders on the underlying set.
By repeated application of Theorem 2.5, starting with the trivial count-
able homogeneous structure, we can find a SWIR on the universal n-linear
order.
Corollary 4.3. Let Mn be the universal n-linear order. For finite substruc-
tures A,B,C ⊆ Mn, define A |⌣B C if for any a ∈ A \ B, c ∈ C \ B such
that a <i c for some i, there exists b ∈ B such that a <i b <i c. Then |⌣ is
a SWIR on Mn.
We first look at the case where n = 1. The normal subgroup structure
of Aut(Q,≤) is well-known. According to [BD85], Higman showed that the
subgroup consisting of all bounded (both left-bounded and right-bounded)
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automorphisms is simple in [Hig51]. [Hol63] and [Llo64] studied the normal
subgroup generated by unbounded automorphisms. We illustrate in the
following how Theorem 1.4 can be applied to obtain an alternative proof of
the same statement.
Corollary 4.4. Let g be an unbounded automorphism of (Q,≤). Then the
normal subgroup generated by g is Aut(Q,≤).
Proof. Let g be an unbounded automorphism of (Q,≤). By Theorem 2.15,
there exists h ∈ Aut(Q,≤), a product of conjugates of g and g−1, such that
ha < a for all a ∈ Q. Let p be any type over some finite set X ⊆ Q. Then
by Lemma 2.20, we can find a¯ realising p such that if ai < gaj for some
ai ∈ a¯ \X, gaj ∈ ga¯ \X, then there exists x ∈ X such that ai < x < gaj .
Hence a¯ |⌣X ha¯ by definition. Similarly, we can find a¯
′ realising p such
that h−1a¯′ |⌣X a¯
′. So, h moves R-maximally and h−1 moves L-maximally.
Therefore, by Theorem 1.4, the normal subgroup generated by g isAut(Q,≤)
.
For n ≥ 2, we will use a similar approach to find an automorphism that
moves almost R-maximally and its inverse moves almost L-maximally. We
will do this by induction. We first define the following notion and prove the
following lemmas.
Definition 4.5. LetMn be the universal n-linear order and I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}.
Define MIn to be the structure Mn but with the ordering <i reversed for
every i ∈ I.
Remark 4.6. Then we have MIn
∼= Mn for any I ⊆ {1, ..., n}. Hence,
Aut(Mn) = Aut(M
I
n).
We will also need the following lemmas to prove the next theorem.
Lemma 4.7. LetMn be the universal n-linear order and a1, ..., an, c1, ..., cn ∈
Mn be such that ai <i ci for all i = 1, ..., n. Then there exists b ∈ Mn such
that ai <i b <i ci for all i = 1, ..., n.
Proof. This follows from the Extension Property: we can embed a1...anc1...cn
∈ Mn into a1...anc1...cnb
′ ∈ C such that ai <i b <i ci for all i = 1, ..., n,
where C is the class of all finite n-linearly ordered structures. Then by the
Extension Property, we can embed a1...anc1...cnb
′ into Mn. Hence, there
exists b ∈ Mn such that ai <i b <i ci for all i = 1, ..., n.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose g, g′ ∈ Aut(Mn) have a single +-orbital on <i for
some i = 1, ..., n. Then
(i) g′g has a single +-orbital on <i.
(ii) Any product of conjugates of g has a single +-orbital on <i.
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Similarly, any product of conjugates of automorphisms that has a single −-
orbital on <i has a single −-orbital on <i.
Proof. Since g has a single +-orbital on <i, there exists (aj)j∈Z such that
gaj = aj+1 >i aj and ∪j∈Z(aj, aj+1)i =Mn.
(i) Then for any j ∈ Z, since g′x >i x for all x ∈ Mn, we have g
′gaj =
g′aj+1 >i aj+1. Hence (aj , g
′gaj)i overlaps with (aj+1, g
′gaj+1)i for all
j ∈ Z. Since ∪j∈Z(aj , aj+1)i =Mn, g
′g has a single +-orbital on <i.
(ii) Let h ∈ Aut(Mn). Then for all j ∈ Z, hgh
−1(haj) = hgaj = haj+1.
Since aj+1 >i aj , we have haj+1 >i haj . Since ∪j∈Z(aj , aj+1)i =Mn,
we also have ∪j∈Z(haj , haj+1)i = Mn. Hence hgh
−1 has a single +-
orbital on <i. By part (i), any product of conjugates of g has a single
+-orbital on <i.
To simplify some notions in the following proof, we denote (a, b)i for
some a, b ∈ Mn and i ∈ {1, ..., n} to be the open interval (a, b) on <i if
a <i b and (b, a) on <i if b <i a.
Theorem 4.9. Let g ∈ Aut(Mn), n ≥ 2, be non-trivial. Then there exists
f , a product of conjugates of g and g−1, and I ⊆ {1, ..., n} such that f has
a single +-orbital on <j for all j = 1, ..., n in M
I
n.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on n. For the inductive base, by
Theorem 2.15, there exists h′ ∈ Aut(Mn), a product of conjugates of g and
g−1, such that h′ has a single +-orbital on <1 in M
I1
n , where I1 = ∅.
Now for the inductive step, by the inductive hypothesis, suppose h ∈
Aut(M
Im−1
n ) is such that h can be written as a product of conjugates of g
and g−1 and has a single +-orbital on <j for all j = 1, ...,m−1 inM
Im−1
n for
some Im−1 ⊆ {1, ...,m − 1}. Since M
I
n
∼=Mn, we may assume without loss
of generality, that Im−1 = ∅. We will show that there exists k ∈ Aut(Mn),
a product of conjugates of h and h−1, such that k has a single +-orbital on
<j for all i = 1, ...,m in M
Im
n for some Im ⊆ {1, ...,m − 1}. There are four
possible cases to consider.
Case I. For any x ∈ Mn, there exists y <m x and z >m x such that
hy >m y and hz >m z.
In this case, we can apply Proposition 2.12 and find k1 ∈ Aut(Mn)
such that hk1hk
−1
1 has a single +-orbital on <m. By the previous lemma,
hk1hk
−1
1 has a single +-orbital on <j for j = 1, ...,m−1. Then k = hk1hk
−1
1
has a single +-orbital on <j for all i = 1, ...,m inMn, where Im = Im−1 = ∅.
Case II. For any x ∈ Mn, there exists y <m x and z >m x such that
hy <m y and hz <m z.
Let Im = {m}. Then for any x ∈ M
Im
n , there exists y <m x and z >m x
such that hy >m y and hz >m z. We can again apply Proposition 2.12 to h
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and find k1 ∈ Aut(M
Im
n ) such that hk1hk
−1
1 has a single +-orbital on <m.
By the same argument as in case I, k = hk1hk
−1
1 has a single +-orbital on
<j for all i = 1, ...,m in M
Im
n .
Case III. For any x ∈ Mn, there exists y >m x and z <m x such that
hy <m y and hz >m z.
Let Im = Im−1 = ∅. By Proposition 2.13, we can find k1 ∈ Aut(Mn)
such that h−1k−11 h
−1k1 has a +-orbital unbounded above and a −-orbital
unbounded below with respect to <m. Let k2 = k
−1
1 hk1h. Then there exists
y, z ∈ Mn such that k2a <m a for all a >m y and k2a >m a for all a <m z.
By the previous lemma, we also have that k2 has a single +-orbital on <j
for all j = 1, ...,m − 1. We want to construct k3 using the back-and-forth
method such that [k2, k3] has a single +-orbital on <j for all j = 1, ...,m.
We start with k˜ as the empty map and extend k˜ so it approximates to k3.
a−s−1
a−s
k2a−s a−1 a0 a1
= k−12 c0
k2a0 c0 as cs
k2bsbsk2b0b−1b0k−12 b−1b−s−1k
−1
2 b−s−1
Figure 1: Construction of k3 on <j, where j = 1, ...,m − 1
a−s−1a−s k2a−s a−1 yz k2a0 c0 a0
= k−12 c0
a1 cs as
= k−12 cs
as+1
bsk2bsb0k2b0b−1k−12 b−1b−s−1k
−1
2 b−s−1
Figure 2: Construction of k3 on <m
List all elements of Mn as w0, w1, .... Choose a0 >m y, x0. By Lemma
4.7, we can find b0 ∈ Mn such that a0 <j b0 <j k2a0 for j = 1, ...,m − 1
and b0 >m y, x0. Then k2b0 <m b0 and (a0, k2a0)j ∩ (b0, k2b0)j 6= ∅ for all
j = 1, ...,m−1. Extend k˜ by sending a0 to b0. Since k˜
−1 ·tp(k2b0/b0)∪{x >j
k2a0|j = 1, ...,m} is consistent, we can find c0 >j k2a0 for all j = 1, ...,m
realising k˜−1 · tp(k2b0/b0). Extend k˜ by sending c0 to k2b0. Let a1 := k
−1
2 c0.
Then for all j = 1, ...,m, we have a1 = k
−1
2 c0 = [k2, k˜]a0 >j a0 since
c0 >j k2a0. Similarly, since k˜ · tp(k2a0/c0a0) ∪ {x <m z, x0} is consistent,
we can choose b−1 <m z, x0 realising k˜ · tp(k2a0/c0a0). Choose a−1 <m z, x0
realising k˜−1 · tp(k−12 b−1/b−1b0k2b0). Then for all j = 1, ...,m, we have
a−1 = [k2, k˜]
−1a0 <j [k2, k˜]
−1a1 = a0 since a0 <j a1.
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Let A0 = {a−1, k2a0, c0, a0} and B0 = {k
−1
2 b−1, b−1, k2b0, b0}. Since
S :=
⋂m
j=1(minj A0,maxj A0)j ∩ minj B0,maxj B0)j is non-empty, we can
let w0 be the first element in the list w0, w1, ... such that x0 is in S. Choose
y0 realising k˜ · tp(x0/A0) and extend k˜ by sending x0 to y0. Choose z0
realising k˜−1 · tp(x0/y0B0) and extend k˜ by sending z0 to x0. Extend A0,B0
to include x0, z0 and y0, x0 respectively.
Now suppose at the s-th step, we have a partial isomorphism of Mn,
k˜ : As−1 → Bs−1 satisfying
(i) As−1 = {a−s, k2a−s+1, ..., cs−1, as−1, x0, ..., xs−1, z0, ..., zs−1},
Bs−1 = {k
−1
2 b−s, b−s, ...., k2bs−1, bs−1, x0, ..., xs−1, y0, ..., ys−1}
(ii) k˜ maps ai to bi, ci to k2bi, xi to yi and zi to xi for all i = 0, ..., s − 1
and k˜ maps a−i to k
−1
2 b−i and k2a−i+1 to b−i for all i = 1, ..., s,
(iii) ai = k
−1
2 ci−1 for i = 1, ..., s and [k2, k˜]ai = ai+1 >j ai for all i =
−s, ..., s− 1 and j = 1, ...,m,
(iv) on order <j, where j = 1, ...,m − 1, we have
(a) ai >j k
i−1
2 a0, a−i <j k
−i+1
2 a0, bi >j k
⌊ i
2
⌋−1
2 b0, b−i <j k
−⌊ i
2
⌋+1
2 b0 for
i = 0, ..., s − 1,
(b) minj As−1 = a−s <j k2a−s <j a−s+1 <j k2a−s+1 <j · · · <j
as−1 <j cs−2 <j as <j cs−1 = maxj As−1,
(c) minj Bs−1 = k
−1
2 b−s <j k
−1
2 b−s+1 <j b−s · · · <j bs−1 <j k2bs−2 <j
k2bs−1 = maxj Bs−1 = k2bs−1.
(v) on <m, we have
(a) ai >m k
−⌊ i
2
⌋+1
2 a0, a−i−1 <m k
−i+1
2 a−1, bi >m k
−i+1
2 b0, b−i−1 <m
k
−⌊ i
2
⌋+1
2 b−1 for i = 0, ..., s − 1,
(b) minj As−1 = a−s <m k2a−s <m a−s+1 <m k2a−s+1 <m · · · <m
as−2 <m cs−1 <m as−1 = maxmAs−1, and
(c) minj Bs−1 = k
−1
2 b−s <m k
−1
2 b−s+1 <m b−s <m · · · <m k2bs−1 <m
bs−1 = maxj Bs−1,
We can choose bs such that bs >m k
−s+1
2 b0, k
−1
2 bs−1 and bs realises
k˜ · tp(as/As−1) since the type k˜ · tp(as/As−1) ∪ {x >m k
−s+1
2 b0, k
−1
2 bs−1}
is consistent. Extend k˜ by sending as to bs. Similarly, we can find cs
such that cs >j k2cs−1, k
s+1
2 a0 for all j = 1, ...,m − 1 and cs realises
k˜−1 · tp(k2bs/bsBs−1). Extend k˜ by sending cs to k2bs. Let as+1 := k
−1
2 cs.
Then we have the following:
(i) for all j = 1, ...,m, we have as+1 = [k2, k˜]as >j [k2, k˜]as−1 = as since
as >j as−1.
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(ii) Since for any j = 1, ...,m − 1, cs >j k
s+1
2 a0, k2cs−1, we have as+1 =
k−12 cs >j k
s
2a0, cs−1.
(iii) For j = 1, ...,m − 1, since by the inductive hypothesis that as >j cs−2
and k˜ maps as to bs and cs−2 to k2bs−2, we have bs >j k2bs−2. By the
inductive hypothesis that bs−2 >m k
⌊ s−2
2
⌋−1
2 b0, we have bs >j k
⌊ s
2
⌋−1
2 b0.
(iv) Since bs >m k
−1
2 bs−1, we have k2bs >m bs−1. Since k˜ maps cs to k2bs
and as−1 to bs−1, we have cs >m as−1. By the inductive hypothesis
that as−1 >m k
−⌊ s−1
2
⌋+1
2 a0, we have as+1 = k
−1
2 cs >m k
−1
2 as−1 >m
k
−⌊ s−1
2
⌋
2 a0.
Similarly, we can choose b−s−1 such that b−s−1 <j k2b−s, k
s
2b0 for all
j = 1, ...,m − 1 and b−s−1 realises k˜ · tp(k2a−s/ascsAs−1). Extend k˜ by
sending k2a−s to b−s−1. Choose a−s−1 <m k
−1
2 a−s, k
−s
2 a0 realising k˜
−1 ·
tp(k−12 b−s−1/bsb−s−1k2bsBs−1).
Choose b−s−1 <m k2b−s realising k˜ · tp(k2a−s/ascsAs−1). Extend k˜ by
sending k2a−s to b−s−1. Choose a−s−1 such that a−s−1 <j k
−1
2 a−s, k
−s
2 a0
for all j = 1, ...,m and a−s−1 realises k˜
−1 · tp(k−12 b−s−1/bsb−s−1k2bsBs−1).
Extend k˜ by sending a−s−1 to k
−1
2 b−s−1. Then we have the following for all
j = 1, ...,m:
(i) a−s−1 = [k2, k˜]
−1a−s <j [k2, k˜]
−1a−s+1 = a−s since a−s <j a−s+1.
(ii) By the inductive hypothesis that k2a−s <j a−s+1 and since k˜ maps
k2a−s to b−s−1 and a−s+1 to k
−1
2 b−s+1, we have b−s−1 <j k
−1
2 b−s+1. By
the inductive hypothesis that b−s+1 <j k
−⌊ s−1
2
⌋+1
2 b0, we have b−s−1 <j
k
−⌊ s+1
2
⌋+1
2 b0.
(iii) k2a−s−1 <j a−s since a−s−1 <j k
−1
2 a−s.
Let As = As−1 ∪ {as, cs, k2a−s, a−s−1} and Bs = Bs−1 ∪ {k
−1
2 b−s−1,
b−s−1, k2bs, bs}. Let xs be the first element in the list w0, w1, .... such that
xs /∈ {x0, ..., xs−1} and xs is in
⋂m
i=1(miniAs,maxiAs)i∩(miniBs,maxiBs)i.
Find ys realising k˜ · tp(xs/As) and extend k˜ by sending xs to ys. Find
zs realising k˜
−1 · tp(xs/ysBs). Extend As,Bs to include xs, zs and ys, xs
respectively. Then, k˜ : As → Bs satisfies the inductive hypothesis (i)-(v).
Let k3 be the union of k˜ over all steps. Since k2 has a singe +-orbital
on <j for all j = 1, ...,m − 1 and a −-orbital unbounded above and a +-
orbital unbounded below on <m. By Remark 2.9, (k
i
2a0)i∈Z, (k
i
2b0)i∈Z are un-
bounded above and below on <j for all j = 1, ...,m− 1. (k
i
2a0)i∈Z, (k
i
2b0)i∈Z
are unbounded above on <m and (k
i
2a−1)i∈Z, (k
i
2b−1)i∈Z are unbounded be-
low on <m Then by the inductive hypothesis (iv.a) and (v.a), we know that
⋃
n∈N
(
∩mj=1 (min
<j
An,max
<j
An)j ∩ (min
<j
Bn,max
<j
Bn)j
)
=M<.
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Thus, for any wi in the list w0, w1, ..., wi = xj for some j ∈ N, i.e. wi is in the
domain and image of k3. Hence, k3 is bijective and k3 ∈ Aut(M
Im
n ). Since
([k2, k3]
ia0)i∈Z is unbounded above and below on <j for all j = 1, ...,m,
[k2, k3] has a single +-orbital on <j for all j = 1, ...,m on M
Im
n .
Case IV. For any x ∈ M
Im−1
n , there exists y >m x and z <m x such that
hy >m y and hz <m z.
Let Im = Im−1 ∪ {m}. Then for any x ∈ M
Im
n , there exists y >m x and
z <m x such that hy <m y and hz >m z. By Proposition 2.13, we can find
k1 ∈ Aut(M
Im
n ) such that h
−1k−11 h
−1k1 has a +-orbital unbounded above
and a −-orbital unbounded below with respect to <m. Let k2 = k
−1
1 hk1h.
Then by the same argument as in case III, there exists k3 ∈ Aut(M
Im
n ) such
that [k2, k3] has a single +-orbital on <j for all j = 1, ...,m on M
Im
n .
Therefore, by induction, we can find f ∈ Aut(MIn), as a product of
conjugate of g and g−1, such that f has a single +-orbital on <j for all
j = 1, ..., n in MIn for some I ⊆ {1, ..., n}.
We now show that for an automorphism g ∈ Mn, if ga <i a for all
a ∈ Mn and i = 1, ..., n, then g moves almost R-maximally g
−1 moves
almost L-maximally. In order to make the notions simpler in the proof of
the next theorem, we can define a¯ |⌣
<k
X
b¯ if for any ai ∈ a¯ \X, bj ∈ b¯ \X
where ai <k gaj , there exists x ∈ X such that ai <k x <k bj . Then by
definition, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Given a¯, b¯ ∈ Mn, define a¯ |⌣
<k
X
b¯ if for some ai ∈ a¯ \ X,
bj ∈ b¯ \X, ai <k gaj . Then,
1. a¯ |⌣X b¯ if and only if a¯ |⌣
<k
X
b¯ for all k = 1, ..., n.
2. if a¯ |⌣
<k
X
b¯ and a¯′ |⌣
<k
X
b¯, then a¯a¯′ |⌣
<k
X
b¯.
3. if a¯ |⌣
<k
X
b¯ and a¯ |⌣
<k
X
b¯′, then a¯ |⌣
<k
X
b¯b¯′.
Theorem 4.11. Let g ∈ Aut(Mn). If ga <i a for any a ∈ Mn and
i = 1, ..., n, g moves almost R-maximally. Similarly if ga >i a for any
a ∈ Mn and i = 1, ..., n, then g moves almost L-maximally.
Proof. Let p = tp(x¯/X) be an l-type over X. Without loss of generality, we
may assume xi /∈ X for any xi ∈ x¯. Firstly, by Lemma 2.20, we can find a¯
realising p such that a¯ |⌣
<1
X
ga¯. Suppose we can find b¯ realising p such that
b¯ |⌣
<i
X
gb¯ for all i = 1, ...,m − 1. We will show that we can find c¯ realising
p such that c¯ |⌣
<i
X
gc¯ for i = 1, ...,m. Therefore, by induction on m, we
can find d¯ realising p such that d¯ |⌣
<i
X
gd¯ for all i = 1, ..., n. Hence, by the
previous lemma, we have d¯ |⌣X gd¯.
Now fix m and assume b¯ realises p b¯ |⌣
<i
X
gb¯ for all i = 1, ...,m − 1.
List b¯ as b1 >m b2 >m ... >m bl. Inductively on k, we change bk wherever
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necessary. For the inductive base, we let c1 = b1. Let b¯
k = (b1, ..., bk)
and bˆk = (bk+1, ..., bl). For the inductive hypothesis, suppose we now have
c¯k = (c1, ..., ck) satisfying the followings:
(i) tp(c¯kbˆk/X) = tp(b¯/X) = p,
(ii) c¯k |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k, and
(iii) tp<i(c¯k bˆkg(c¯k bˆk)/X) = tp<i(b¯gb¯/X) for all i = 1, ...,m − 1
We want to choose ck+1 so that c¯
k+1 = (c¯k, ck+1) satisfies (i)-(iii) for k + 1.
We divide into the following two cases.
Case I. If bk+1 |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k, let ck+1 = bk+1. Then we automatically have
(i) and (iii) for c¯k+1 = (c¯k, ck+1). For (ii), since bk+1 |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k, ck+1 = bk+1
and c¯k |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k, by the previous lemma, we have c¯kck+1 |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k. Since
gck+1 <m ck+1 <m ck <m .... <m c1, we also have c¯
kck+1 |⌣
<m
X
gck+1.
Therefore, by the previous lemma, we have c¯kck+1 |⌣
<m
X
g(c¯kck+1).
Case II. bk+1 |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k does not hold, i.e. there exists ci ∈ c¯
k such that
bk+1 <m gci and there does not exist x ∈ X such that bk+1 <m x <m gci.
Let x1, x2 be the lower and upper bound of bk+1 with respect to X on <m.
This means that there exist cj−1, cj ∈ c¯ such that x1 <m bk+1 <m gcj <m
x2 <m gcj−1. We also have gcj <m ck as otherwise, as c¯
k |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k, there
would exist x′ ∈ X such that ck <m x <m gcj . Since bk+1 <m ck from
tp(c¯k bˆk/X) = tp(b¯/X), we have x1 <m bk+1 <m ck <m x
′ <m gcj <m x2.
This contradicts that x1, x2 are the lower and upper bound of bk+1 with
respect to X on <m. So, the type
q := ∪m−1i=1 tp
<i(bk+1/c¯
k bˆk+1Xg(c¯k bˆk+1)g−1(c¯k bˆk+1X))
∪ {gcj <m x <m min{x2, ck}m}
∪ni=m+1 tp(bk+1/c¯
k bˆk+1X).
is consistent since it is consistent on each <i. Hence, we can choose ck+1
realising q.
x1 bk+1
... gcj ck+1 x2 gcj−1
<m
We show that c¯k+1 = (c¯k, ck+1) satisfies (i)-(iii) in the inductive hypoth-
esis:
(i) By construction, we have bl <m ... <m bk+1 <m ck+1 <m minm{x2, ck}
≤m ck <m ... <m c1 and x1, x2 are the lower and upper constraint of
bk+1, ck+1 with respect to X on <m. So, we have
tp<m(c¯kck+1bˆ
k+1/X) = tp<m(c¯kbk+1bˆ
k+1/X).
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By the inductive hypothesis (i), we have
tp<m(c¯k+1bˆk+1/X) = tp<m(c¯kbk+1bˆ
k+1/X) = tp<m(b¯/X).
(ii) Since gcj <m ck+1 <m min{x2, ck} ≤m x2 <m gcj−1, we have that for
all gci >m ck+1, there exists x2 ∈ X such that gci >m x2 >m ck+1.
Hence, ck+1 |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k and thus, by the previous lemma and the in-
ductive hypothesis that c¯k |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k, we have c¯kck+1 |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k. Since
gck+1 <m ck+1 <m ck <m .... <m c1, we also have c¯
kck+1 |⌣
<m
X
gck+1.
Therefore, by the previous lemma, we have c¯kck+1 |⌣
<m
X
g(c¯kck+1),
which is the same as c¯k+1 |⌣
<m
X
gc¯k+1
(iii) For any i = 1, ...,m − 1, since ck+1 realises q, we have
tp<i(ck+1/c¯
k bˆk+1g(c¯k bˆk+1)X) = tp<i(bk+1/c¯
k bˆk+1g(c¯k bˆk+1)X).
By the inductive hypothesis, we also have that
tp<i(bk+1/c¯
k bˆk+1g(c¯k bˆk+1)X) = tp<i(bk+1/b¯
k bˆk+1g(b¯k bˆk+1)X).
Hence, we have
tp<i(ck+1/c¯
k bˆk+1g(c¯k bˆk+1)X) = tp<i(bk+1/b¯
k bˆk+1g(b¯k bˆk+1)X).
We also have that
tp<i(gck+1/c¯
k bˆk+1g(c¯k bˆk+1)X)
=g · tp<i(ck+1/g
−1(c¯k bˆk+1X)c¯k bˆk+1))
=g · tp<i(bk+1/g
−1(c¯k bˆk+1X)c¯k bˆk+1)) since ck+1 realises q
=tp<i(gbk+1/c¯
k bˆk+1g(c¯k bˆk+1)X)
=tp<i(gbk+1/b¯
k bˆk+1g(b¯k bˆk+1)X) by the inductive hypothesis (iii)
Since gck+1 <i ck+1 and gbk+1 <i bk+1, we have
tp<i(ck+1gck+1/c¯
k bˆk+1g(c¯k bˆk+1)X) = tp<i(bk+1gbk+1/b¯
k bˆk+1g(b¯k bˆk+1)X).
By rearranging the type, we have shown
tp<i(c¯k+1bˆk+1g(c¯k+1bˆk+1)/X) = tp<i(b¯gb¯/X).
Hence by induction, we can find c¯ realising tp(b¯/X) = p such that
tp<i(c¯gc¯/X) = tp<i(b¯gb¯/X) for i = 1, ...,m − 1 and c¯ |⌣
<n
X
gc¯. For all
i = 1, ...,m−1, since b¯ |⌣
<i
X
gb¯, we also have c¯ |⌣
<i
X
gc¯ by Invariance. Hence,
inductively, we can find d¯ realising p such that d¯ |⌣
<i
X
gd¯ for all i = 1, ..., n.
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Therefore, by the previous lemma, we have d¯ |⌣X gd¯. Hence, g moves almost
R-maximally.
By a symmetric argument, we can show that if ga >i a for any a ∈ Mn
and i = 1, ..., n, then g moves almost L-maximally.
Note that the results we have shown about Mn also holds for M
I
n since
Mn ∼=M
I
n.
Proof of part (ii) of Theorem 1.5. Let Mn be the universal n-linear order
for n ≥ 2. Let g be a non-trivial automorphism of Mn. Then, by Theorem
4.9, there exists I ⊆ {1, ..., n} and h ∈ Aut(MIn) such that h can be written
as a product of conjugates of g and g−1 and h has a single +-orbital on
<j for any j = 1, ..., n in M
I
n. Then h
−1 has a single −-orbital on <j
for any j = 1, ..., n in MIn. By the previous theorem, h moves almost R-
maximally and h−1 moves almost L-maximally. Therefore, by Theorem 1.4,
any element of Aut(MIn) can be written as a product of conjugates of g and
g−1. Since Aut(Mn) = Aut(M
I
n), any element of Aut(M
I
n) can be written
as a product of conjugates of g and g−1. Thus, Aut(Mn) is simple.
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